,,There were a Turk, a Moroccan and a l)utchman ..."
Narråtive repertofues in the multi-ethnic neighbourhood of Lombok
in the Dutch city of Utrechtr

Theo Meder, Utrecht

1 Introduction

I would like to discuss some of the results of the fieldwork
activities I caried out in the multi-ethnic neighbourhood of Lombok in the Dutch
city of Utrecht between November 1998 and Ma¡ch 2001. For almost two and
a half years, I sea¡ched for folk na¡ratives in the contemporary oral tradition at
least once a week. I collected both traditional tâles like legends and fairy tales
and mode¡n na¡ratives such as jokes and urban legends . My research was part of
the TCULT project (Talen en Culfuren in het Utrechtse Lombok en Transvaal):
Languages and Cultures in Lombok and Transvaal in Utrecht.2
After giving sorne background information on t¡e na[ato¡s (ethnicity, age,
gender. profession). their repertoiresr and the more (and less) popular genres in
today's na[ative oral üadition, I would like to focus on the topic of Î¡e interethnic exchange of folktales: how does life in a multi-cuttural environment
influence people's repertoires?
In this article

2 The narrators

I was able to put some 69 interviews and storytelling
In total I recorded stories by 128 narrators.

During my fieldwo¡k,
sessions on tape.

An older version of this paper was presetrted at the 7* SIEF Conference in Budapest
(Hungary; ,Times, Places, Passages'), April 27d, 2001; for a publication see Meder
20OIa: ll-33 .
For the corcludhg publication of the entte TCULT project see Benqis et al. 2002.
Cf. Kvideland 1993, p. 106 on the subject of repertoire: it iocludes all stories a
ûarrator has ever performed for any type of audience. ,,Nothing should be left out for
any reason. A rcpertoire may change ovet time and space [. . .] A repertoire should also
include what a pelson hows but does not pe¡form,
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expert, professional storyteller, aftist, author of children's books, musician,
teacher, philosopher and scientist.

6-18
Turks
Moroccans
Surinamese

Dutch
others

total

years 18+

14822
'24 7
336
23 39
t67
63

total
Number of narrators: gender and etlnicity
31

female

62

Turks
Moroccans

128

Surinamese

The frgure above shows that about ñfty percent of the naüators is Dutch whereas
the other half or so is Tu¡kish or Moroccan - this is more or less parallel to the
distdbution of the etbrìic groups over the neighbourhood (Dibbits, Meder 1999:
66)0. The Surinamese community is relatively small. The other seven ethnicities
I encountered were Antillean, Indonesian, French, Italian, Polish, Czech and

Dutch
ot¡ers

10
16
JJO
32

male

12
15
30

22
31

62

+5t
65

OJ

It is clear that the distribution in age, ethnicity and gender is relatively balanced,
taking the ethnic distribution in Lombok into conside¡ation.

Iladân.
The Turkish and Moroccan communities mainly consist of guest labourers
and their relatives. Indonesia and Su¡inam a¡e former Dutch colonies. and the
Antilles still belong to the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Most of the Surinamese
and all of the Antilleans have Dutch passports and are therefore entitled to live
in the Netherlands. Most of the I¡anian people in our country are political
refugees.
I was not able to interview âny Turks or Moroccans of ûre first generation
of iflmigrants, since most of these have too weak a commând of the Dutch
language to tell any stories in Dutch, and I, similarly, lack all krowledge of the
Turkish, Arabic and Berber languages . The second generation of immigrants (till
the age of 40) is able to tell stories in Dutch, though not flawlessly . In most cases
the children of the third generation have attended school in the Netherlands and
consequently, their Dutch is almost pedect. I had no problem at all understanding their stories.
Most children ard adolescents till the age of 18 attend primâry school and
secondary school. The adults I ilterviewed hâve various occupations, ranging
ftom none (due to unemployment, retirement, etc.) to employee of the sheltered

workshop, housewife, ca¡penter, bâker, factory worker, taxi-driver, driving
instructor, policeman, Roman Catholic nun, second-hand bookseller, photogra-

pher, sports journalist, employee of a telephone company, a bank, a housing
corporation, and the local neighbouhood museum, political activist, compìlter

a

For more i¡formation on the neighbou¡hood and the cultu¡al exchanges see: Dibbits,
Meder 2002a and Dibbits, Mede¡ 2002b.

3 Repefoires: tales aJd genres
When I started my fieldwork t¡ips, I intended to collect the complete repe oires
of the narrators I encountered - jùst like earlier folktale collectors did in the past.
Those predecessors had in some cases been able to have naffatots tell hundreds
of stories (cf. Meder, Venbrux 2000).5 After a while I realized I was not going
to succeed. Primarily, I wanted to interview a lot of people: male, female,
young, old, Dutch, Tukish, Motoccan etc. There was hardly time, though, to
visit naüators for several storytellitg sessions. Secondly, there appeâred to be
hardly any need for multiple sessions: most people are mediocre narfatots and
thet repefioire is often limited to only a fe\w stories, which can actually be told
in a ôriefl one- or two-hou¡ session.
Unlike my predecessors, I did not have the oppornrnity to intewiew my
narrators on the basis of a list of story topics. An advantage of such a list is that
all people may tell you the same stories, but with their own typical and interesting vâriations . A huge disâdvântage of such a list is that you will only get to hear
what you want as a collector. There is no reason to believe you will heâr stories
the narrators úemselves like telling over and over again. What would be the

5

A¡ound 1900 Cornelis Bakker collected about 90 folktales by dairy farmer Dirk
Schuuûmr (in the Dutch province of Nortl Holla¡d), iII the 1960s and 1970s, Dam
Jaarsma collected some 250 tales by the Frisian female ru¡¡aúo¡ Geeske Kobus-Van de¡
Zee, atrd in the 1970s aûd 1980s, Ype Poorthga collected over a thousand folktales

by Steven de B¡uin and Roel Piteß de Jong (in the province of Friesland).
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point of letting old folk tell you ¡he fairy tale of Liltle Red. Ridíng Hood, wben
the stories tiey use to tell in everyday life are about their hardships during World
War II (cf. Venbrux, Meder 1999: 264)1
Time and again my approach was to try and find out what kifld of stories
people really like telling or remembering. In order to get people going, I
regularly asked them to tell me how the neighbourhood had changed. Of course
I eventually tried to get them to tell other folktale geffes as often as possible,
mosdy by giving an example. This could result in them telling jokes, or ghost
sto¡les, or memo¡able events they had encountered in their daily profession.
The inte iews or conversâtions I had with narrators took Dlace in several
surroundings. Regularly I yvas invited to their homes, on other;ccasions I met
naffators in the local neighbourhood museum, ât youth clubs, at multicultutâl
festivals, in schools, in the old folk service centre, ât the playground, in shops
and fast food restaurants, and, last but not least, at storytelling festivals.
In two years time I managed To collect 724 folk naratives from the oral
tradition only . Of course stories told by the people of Lombok can also be found
in print: in the local newspaper, in a Lombok cookery book, in a Lombok
¡eminiscense book, i¡ the local neighbourhood guide, in booklets wdtten by
primary school pupils, and so on.6 Even though this makes quite interesting
reading materiâI, I will here concentrate on tlìe naflatives transmitted orallv. I
distinguished nine geües, which can be presented as follows:
Number of orâlly üansmitted folktales collected: genres

joke

266

personal naüative
legend (trad.)

126

riddle
fairy tale

101

urban legend
Saint's life
myth
p4941plum

6
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becomes appârent that jokes are a popular genre; they ale eâsy to collect, and
people âre seldom reluctant to tell them. It is ifielevant whether one is young or
õld, male or female, nátive or immigrant. I must confess Î¡at at two multiculturâl
festivals we specifically asked people to tell us jokes. At other occasions, though,
jokes were easy to come by too. Moreover, most of the riddles can be added to
th€ total number of jokes, because most riddles are intended to be jokes (for
instance: ¡'When are you allowed to spit a Turkish woman in the face? When her
moustache is on hre")7 I heard very few traditiornl riddles like the followilg
one, which was told to me by a 12 year old Moroccan boy:
There is a dry pit and it's 20 meters deep. At the bottom there is a snail.
During the daytime tlle snail manages to climb 5 meters. But at night it
slides down 4 meters again. So il24 hours itjust climbs 1 meter. How
many days will it tâke for the snail to climb out of the pit?
(Solution: 16 days. In 15 days it rvill have climbed 15 meters ln the
claytime of day 16 it wül be able to complete the last 5 meters and climb
over the edge, without sliding down 4 meters at night again.)

ac ally solve, even though I faited to do so. I still
remember how the boy enjoyed my inability to solve his riddle.
The personal narrative comes in second. When you ask people about their
lives or the old neighbourhood, you are bound to hear stories about the poverty
and solitlarity in the pâst, about the war or âbout professionâl experiences. A 50year-old Dutchman told me about his advenhrres as a taxi driver. A 4O-year-old
Turkish carpenter told me what he expected to see when he came to the Netherlands as a boy:
This is â riddle you can

I thouglrt it would be llke Dallas. At that time you had that soap series
on TV in Turkey câlled Dallas. I thought Holland would be something
like that: a country ',vith large farms, rich people and huge cals. I

89

l6

supposed that we wete going to live in a villa with a swimming pool and
a temis court, or at least a place to play soccer. Because I loved to play

10
8

The local newspapeN I am refer¡ing to arc Ons Eíland (Ilow called, Ons I_hrþchr), rhe
Westbode and ú\e Utrechts Ni¿?uwsblcd. Se.e for the other publicatiotrs: Neggels 199g,
De Vette 1998, Huurman [no year], a\d. Echt groep I weer! 1998.
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In the figure above, the genres have been ranged in order of frequency. It

104
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soccer.

Imagirc his disappointment when he a¡¡ived in UÍecht and saw all those tiny
houses in a row: "At first I thought they were workshops or storage fâcilities. "
Soon he foùnd out this were houses, and that he and his family was supposed to
live in one.

7

'

I made ûansc¡ipts of all the stories I put on tape; these transcripts are made accessible
in the Dutch Folkt¿ìe Database of the Meefens I¡stituut in Amsterdam A selectrot
of tle recorded tales is published irì Meder/van Dük 2000.
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Several older Dutch people told me stories about World War IL One of ou¡
nâtional tales is thât â lot of people had to eat nÌlip bulbs because of the food
shortage
the winter of 1944 1945. Much to my sur?rise, â 2-year-old,
Moroccar man told me that his grandfather had to eat flo',ver bulbs as well. This
was in Morocco during the war, after general Franco's Spanish troops had
plundered their North-Afiican territories. Very few people know that the Dutch
and the Moroccans have this story in comrnon!
Somewhat to my sur?rise, the trâditional legend (in German called Sage) is
still a popular genre. These are the stories about drc occult and tlìe supematural,
about ghosts and hauntings, about the evil eye and about being possessed, and
about spidtual healings, often told as true. I came across some Dutch informants
who told me about the supematural. One man had experience with the bending
of spoons through the power of the mind. A woman told a story about the visit
made by her deâd mother's ghost when she was suffering from emotional sûess.
And some young Dutch people told stodes âbout consulting spirits and sumrnoning the witch in the mirror by calling our "Bloody Mary" several times (cf.
Brunvand 1988: 80-82). These stories are nothing compared to the t¡aditional
legends the Turks and Moroccans are able to tell. Practically everyone belonging
1o these groups cân tell you stories âbout the evil eye and about ghosts. It seems
as if every Moroccan can tell you about "djinns" and "djin¡is" (male and female
ghosts). In case there is extensive communication between the Moroccans and t¡e
Dutch, the Dutch are eventually able to tell such Moroccân stories as well. A 15year-old Dutch highschool girl told me this: "If you hear those Moroccan girls
tell ... well, if you âre in Morocco, you can vir ally see the ghosts flying
th-rough the streets. That's what they say."
Next she told me a trâditional Moroccan tâle about a poor man who relieves
a ghost ftom the burden of carrying two buckets full of gold and gets rewarded
with everlasting wealth (cf. Meder 1.999/2000). Here we have our first example
of how cultures in contact can influence narrative repertoires.
We are not to judge these tales as superstitious, although, by calling them
legends, we already do so. For mâny of the Turkish and Moroccan naüators,
ghosts ând the evil eye are pârt of their religious convictions.
Jokes, riddles, personal narratives and traditionâl legends; these are the
sto¡ies easy to come by. It took some more effort to collect fairy tâles. Most
adolescents and adults are reluctant to tell them, probably because they more and
more belong to the domain of the nursery and because it takes time to tell them
well. Short animal tales (fables) appeared to be very popular with many younger
narrators. The more elâborâte fairy tales I collected were often told by native
professional narrators, either at home or during performances at school or at
storytelling festivals. It takes an expressive, creative mind to tell fairy tales
dudng an intewiewing session. One of these exceptionally creative narrators was

i¡
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a 1 6-year-old Moroccan high school student, who told me the Open Sesame falry
tale in the way he had heard it as a cbld from his mother.o In this version of the
Arabic tale, the robbers' hideout opens with the formulâ "Open Zimzim". The
story opens with the muslim theme of the sacrifrcial feast durirìg which â poor
man is unable to feed his child¡en with a ritually slâughtered fat sheep.
Urban legends, which are supposed to prosper in contemporary üban
society, are surprisingly hard to come by in Lombok. I only found 16 of these
in more than two years. Most of tiese urban legends - like the farln:us Runaway
Grandmothef - were told by â Dutch 33-year-old professional narrâtor, who had
a special liking for the genre. Anoûìer one was told by â lg-year-old Turkish
girl: it concerns the rumor that music can contain backward messages, and that
there was a Beatles album containing the hidden message that Paul Mccartney
hâd died. A few Dutch girls told stories about Ufos and crazy babysitters.
For a long time it looked like I was not going to find any saint's lives at all.
I am refe¡ring here to the B?e of stodes that deal with the mirâcles that happened

both during a holy person's life and after his or her death. In German these

stories âre called "Heiligenlegenden". Although the Catholic parish of
St. Anthony's used to be the targest religious community in Lombok once, it
took me quite some effort to get the elderly Dutch Catholics to tell me about the
lives of saints. Eventuâlly, nine stories were told by â nun from the congregation
of St. Francis, and even she had difhculty in telling the stories corectly. By the
way: Muslims do know holy persons as well, but these are not the same as the
ones in the Christian tradition of Western Europe.
Two genres I did not expect to find in Lombok at all are the myth and the
exemplum. In Dutch culture a mythical tradition is not handed down to us. There
are no Dutch mythicâl tales about Wodan, Donar, Freya and lvâlhalla, alt¡ough
they may have existed in our pre-Christiân Germadc past, just like they did in
Scandinavian culhrre. As far as I know, the Turks and Moroccans have no
tradition in pre-Muslim, polyt¡eistic storytelling either. The most famous ând
best documented myths are to be found in the âncient Greek and Roman
tradition. And this is also the tradition my Lombok narators turned to. A 33year-old Dutch professionâl storyteller told me the myth of Orpheus and Euddice
in the underworld, and he confessed that this was his most favourite tale. Dudng
a storytelling festival in l-ombok a middle-aged Czech woman told her version

In the intemational folktale catalogue by Aarne & Thompsoû (AaTh) this tale twe is
known as AaTh 676, Open Sesame; t\e siory of the Moroccan narrator incorporates
AaTh 954, The Fofty thíeves, as well - which is trot utusual; see Dekke¡/van de¡

Kooi/Mede¡ 1997 : 41,-43.
For a quick overyiew see ,A
325,347.

\peJndex of Urban L€gends' in Brunvad

1994:
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of the myth of Narcissus and Echo. A 43-year old Italian woman was able to tell
about Pandora, Achilles, Pegasus, Aeneas, Ulysses ând Penelope - all part ofher
Roman educâtion.
In \ryesærn Christian culture the exemplum was a naÍative used to prove â
point, rnostþ of a religious nature. The Bible contains many of these exempla,
and I suppose they still can be heard in church during sewice every now and
then. In the oral hadition of everyday life, I did not find any of them among the

-

the feastþ breaking of the fast in the month of

natives. During tbe ifrar
ramadan - a young man explained why a good muslim should eât â dâte first:
"There once were three men in prison. They had to pick out one kind of food
they hâd to live on. The f,rrst man chose breâd and after a while he died. The
second man chose bananas and after a while he died as well. The third man chose
dates and stayed alive. That's how nutricious dates are." Other exempla were
told by two Surinamese women with a Hindu background.
lf we take all genres into consideration, \rye notice t¡at most of them âre lold
by both natives and immigrants. Both groups tell jokes, personal narratives, fairy
tâles and so on. In one case I see a clear, culturally dete¡mined difference and this
concerns the genre of the traditional legend. Whereas tales of the occult and the
supernatural among the Dutch are told less ând less, these traditional legends can
be collected among Turks and Moroccans with great ease. Whereas Dutch
naÍators more and more tend to qualify tlìese stodes as products of supersdtion,
the Turkish and Moroccan legends about ghosts and the evil eye are pa¡t of both
thei¡ vivid folk belief and their Muslim religious convictions. Not thât there is
never any doubt in the narrator's mind ... but then there is always that story âbout
a cousin or sister-inlaw, to whom all those hideous things really had happenedl

4 Repertoires and ethnicity
The central question in the TCULT project was; can we see any changes due to
contact? This question can be specified furtlìer as far as my folktale resea¡ch is
concerned: to whât extent do naffative repertoires chânge due to the multi-ethnic
contact situation in Lombok? Let me first sum up the possibilities in short (cf.
Roth 1996). The basic situation could be that
1. furlmigrants tell their ethic tales, and
2. the Dutch tell their Dutch tâles.
So there could be no mutual influence ât all. Then the following is possible:
3. immigraús start telling Dutch tales as well, ard vice versâ:
4. the Dutch start telling the ethnic iÍnnigrant tales.
These two possibilities suggest that - one way or another - intercultural commu-

nication is tâking plâce, and that people communicâte on a level that enables

,,There were a Turk, a Moroccan and a Dutchman
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them to hear eâch other's stories and to adopt them. Between tiese two options
there still are the followilg possibilities: .
5. the people in Lombok start altering existing tâles because of the new situation,
and

ó. the people in Lombok start creating new tales because of the new sihration.
I am speaking of,the people in Lombok' now, because it is not alwâys clear
which group took the initiative in altering or creating stodes.

il

All possibilities suggested here are present Lombok, though not all to the
same extent. The following is an elaboration of the possibilities mentioned.

4.I Im;rnigranîs tell their ethnic tales
It is to some extent inevitable that a folkt¿le collector will find immigrants telling
tle faditional stories of their own ethnic group. Virtually eyery Turk is able to
tell you stories about Nasreddin Hodja, the taditional Turkish narrative character
who is as wise as he is witty (cf. Muallimoglu 1986, Roodenburg 2001).
'Whereas
Nasreddin Hodja is a main character in traditional Turkish cornic tales,
Temel t¿kes over his fiinction in modern Turkish jokes. I have been told that
90 % ofthe Turkishjokes nowadays are about Temel, who lives in the somewhat
. backward city of Trabzon in the Black Sea region (cf. Dorleijn 2001). Furthermo¡e most Turks are familiar with the stories andjokes about Keloglan, the little
Turkish bald boy. A lot of Turks ca¡ tell you about Üçü, the Turkish bogel,rnan
who likes catching disobedient children. Finally alrnost all Turks are aware of the
fact tìat someone can cast ûre evil eye upon them or their children, and tlat
wearing a blue-eyed bead is considered to be a f,ne remedy.
For Turk, lmowledge of the indigenous ettrnic narrative culture is considered a core value. Especialy the elderþ Turk of the first generation take much
pride in theh own nanative tradition, whereas they have hardly any knowledge
of Dutch folktales. The Language and Culture Suney thaf was performed by the
TCULT researche¡s in Lombok in 1998, showed that the older Turks - unlike
the younger generations - do not know lhe lales of Hansel and Gretel or Tom
r0
Thumb (cf. Aarssen, Jongenburger 2000).
To some extent tlte same is true for the Morocca¡s: they too have a narïative
tradition of their own (cf. e. g. Bezzazi, Kossmarm 1997). Earlier on, I mentioned the ,Open Sesame' tåle, which is related to the narrative complex of the
Arabian Nights. Almost all Moroccans are familiar with the figure of Aicha
Kandisha, a witch-like character that scares children (cf. Aarssen, Jongenburger

10

In this study a group of people,

representative of the Lombok population, was
interviewed about their use of laûguage(s), their krcìvledge of Dutch, MoroccaD,
Turkish ard Surinamese feasts, vocalists, naüative characters etc.
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2000). Moroccân na[ators know many stories about the evil eye, about ghosts
("djinns" and "djinnis") and about being possessed. I am not sure, though,
whether knowledge of these tales is considered a co¡e value by the Moroccans.
They seem to lack those sÍong feelings of etblic awareness and national pride
the Turks have (cf. Aarssen, Jongenburger 2000; Aissati 2001). Again, the
Dutch folktale material (Aatssen,
elderly Moroccans are unfamiliar

"{ith

Jongenburger 2000) .
The stories of A¡ansi the spider, which originaæd from the Aftican narrative
fiaditíon, can be heard among the Creole Surinamese inhabitants of L.ombok. The
Hindu Surinamese people tend to tell other stories, originating from India. A 76year-old Hindu Surinamese woman told me several Indian stories about dogs, the

moral of which was: dogs can be tusted better than humans. On the whole,
Surinamese people are familiar with Dutch folktales because of úet Dutch
educational background (ibd. ).

..."
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or rather against - Surinamese people, Turks and Moroccans came about (cf.
Kuipers 1997, 1998,2000; Bakas 1997).

I must stress that folktales are an international geffe, and that it is hard to
maintain Î¡at a story - especially a Íaditional one - is exclusively Dutch or
Turkish. Some Î¿les about Nasreddin Hodja are known in oùer counties as well:
the plot cân even be known from Western Europe to East Asia (cf. Roodenburg
2001). The only thing that makes it a Ttnkish story is the detail of the main
charâcter, and maybe the fact that the action is said to have taken place in
Aksehk in Anatolia. The jokes the Dutch make about the Belgians âre told in the
United States about the Poles, and in Turkey aboùt ùe inhabitants of the Black
Sea area (Davies 1990). It is jùst the delail of the Belgians ùat makes the joke
a Dutch one (cf. Roth 1996: 6ó).
Bofln ov Language and Culture Surtey and our actual heldwo¡k have
pointed out that the etbnic groups in Lombok tend to live nexî to each.other in
good harmony. Imaginary wâlls still
peace rather thaî l¡l)e with each other
seem to divide the different ethnic groups in the neighbourhood (cf. Dibbits,
Meder 1999: 48-53; Aarssen, Jongenburger 2000). Perhaps the most stdking
fact in my own research is that I never found any Turks telling Moroccan stories,
and t¡at I never encountered any Moroccans telling Turkish lales. Both groups
prefer focussing on Dutch culture and storytelling.
In the mass media, Lombok is nevertheless considered to be an ideal ând
exemplary neighbourhood, where multicultual integration is taking place today
(cf. Dibbits, Meder 1999: 59-65; Dibbits, Meder 2002a). As far as I cân see,
Lombok cal be characterised as a tolerant, but not as an extraordinarily htegrated neighbourhood. It is a part of the city where people are willing to taste
each other's food, but not necessadly listen to each other's stories. Still, this is
not where my discourse ends. During my f,eldwork trips I did, indeed, find
examples of cultural exchange of folktale material.

il

4.2 Dutch people tell their Dutch lales
Many of the elderly Dutch inhabitants of Lombok have some typical World War
II stories as paft of thet repertoires. One such [r?e of a tâle is about oufwitting
the German occupier and being a secret member of the resistânce. Anothet one
is the story of the famine and the cold during the so-called Hunger Winter of
1944-1945. People were forced to eat tulip bulbs, hâd to bum up thet doors and
furniture to keep warm, and went on expedition to the countryside to tlade silver
spoons and jewellery for potatoes and cabbages. There is no doubt in my mind
thât these things actually hâppened, but why is it that the narrators Î¡emselves
were always able to outwit the Germans and hardly suffe¡ed from famine and
cold? According to most naÍators, the real suffering is always done by others.
Have these victims aheady died, or are they too âshâmed to admit that they
suffered from hunger and cold?
Then ûrere âre Dutch stories concerning jokes pulled on April Fools' Day,
or things that went wrong during the feast of Saint Nicolas, for instânce when the
old bishop loses his dignity, or when this saint is recogdzed by tlìe young
believers as just someone's father in disguise.
Dumb blonds jokes quite an htemational geffe are popular in the
Netherla¡ds. Jokes about oul supposedly dumb neighbouts, the Belgians, are still
popular too. Children tell jokes about Jantje, a stereotype of the averâge little
Dutch boy whose name Jân once ùsed to be the most common one in the
Nethertands. Older people still remember and tell jokes about San and Moos,
exponents of the once flourishing Jewish-Dutch humor and self-mockery about
Samuel and Moses. After the immigration of ethnic groups, Dutchjokes about -

-
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4.3 Immigrants tell¡ng Dutch îales
As far as the filst generation of Turks and Moroccans is concemed, acquaintance
with Dutch folktales can hardly be found, in most câses due to their feeble
an exception must be made for the
knowledge of Î¡e Dutch languâge
Surinamese of course (cf. Aarssen, Jongenburger 2000). The second ând
especially the third generation did a good deal of catching up. The immigrant
children who were born and went to school in the Netherlands are fully acquainted witlì the Dutch fairy tale and joke repertoire. They tell well-known
jokes about Jantje and the Belgians from a clear-cut Dutch perspective. Even
more so, the Turkish children tell jokes about Moroccans ând the Moroccan
children telljokes about T\¡rks. By usirg humour as a weapon, they take position

-
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in the eti¡ric hie¡archy beside the Dutch and opposite other minority groups. In
this light it is significant to see that Ttìrks and Moroccans hardly make anyjokes
âbout the Dutch. The Dutch make fun of the minorities, the minorities make fun
of each other, but the minorities do not make fun of the Dutch majority in jokes.

..

.'
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A third Dutch narrator familia¡ with the Hodja is a 33-year-old professional
na¡rator. Unlike the female school teacher and the mâle culturâl worker mentioned earlier, who told the stodes in tlte way tradition rnore or less prescribes,
this male narrator alters the tales to his likings again. He makes the Hodja into a
Turkish migrant il Holland, liviry in Lombok. In short this is one of his stories :

Every now and then the Turks and Mo¡occans call the Dutch "cheeseheads", and
they sometimes consider the Dutch to be stingy, unhospitable and even unsânitary. This has still not resulted, however, in a large number ofjokes about ùe
Dutch. Here we can see a universal r¡rechanism at work: minorities tend to orient
themselves on the domirant culture in society, and this mechanism more or less
prohibits the mocking of the dominant cultüe (cf. Davies 1990).

Nasreddin Hodja was walking down the Ka¡aalstraat in Lombok when he
suddenly saw his teenage daughter standing at the busstop with a group of
girls. It struck him that his daughter - platform-soled shoes, tightjeans,
headscarf on - was really blossoming up. Thât same evening he gave her
a lecture: "Orc ofthese days a boy will come to you and he will invite you
for a walk in the park. Remember the family honor! He will whisper sweet

nothings in your ear, he will stroke your hair and he will kiss you.
Remember the famiþ honor! Finally he will jump you and bring shame
upon your farnily!" Nâsreddins daughter said she understood, but some
weeks later he saw her walking around with a strange look in het eyes,
and the Hodja decided he had to talk to his daughter again. The daughær
said: "It all wentjust like you predicted, father. A boy came to me and he
invited me for a walk in the park. He whispered sweet nothings in my ear,
sûoke my hat and kissed me. I remembered our family honour though.
I jmped the boy ar.d brought shame upon ftls family ! "

4.4 Dutch people telling ethnic immigrant tales
I alreâdy mentioned that a Moroccan ghost story was told to me by â 15-year-old
Dutch secondary school girl. She kept day-to-day contact wil¡ Moroccan boys
and girls, so she was well informed about the Moroccan way oflife and narrative
cì.rlh.üe. A 55-year old Dutch culhrrâl worker was able to tell stories about
ghosts, the evil eye and about being possessed, but he had lived and worked in
Morocco for six years.
Most Dutch storytellers I met, though, were not âs much acquainted with
Moroccan tales as they we¡e with Turkish tales. The kind of stories they all
focussed on were tïe Íaditional tâles of one Turk who makes the world laugh:
Nasreddin Hodja. One Dutch female narrator was a 43-year-old primary school
teacher with a strong interest in other cultures. Along with her husband, she
managed a small rnail-order firm irì multiculhrral toys as well. She had â lot of
immigrant children in her class and she liked to tell them stories from their own
cultural backgrounds. Nasreddin Hodja was one of her favourites.
Anoüer ferìale Dutch narrâtor was a 47-year-old tÊacher in nursing sciences,
who had friendly contacts with all ofher Turkish neighbours. These neighbours
told her about Nasreddin Hodja, and soon she went to the library to read some
Nasreddin Hodja storybooks. Later on she even bought some Tùrkish - Dìltch
editions, and once on holiday in Turkey she even bought a small brass statue
representing Nasreddin sittilg backwards on his donkey. Furthermo¡e this
naüator is the foster moùer of a Turkish orphan girl. She told me that once in
the eighties, dudng the amual multicultural sfeet party in Lombok on the 5ù of
May (Dutch Liberation Day), she performed puppet sho',,vs about Nasreddin
Hodja for all the children in Dutch, while a Turkish girl repeated these shows in
Turkish for the youngest ones. In one of tlle puppet shows, Nasreddin meets the
traditíonal Dutch puppet Jan Klaassen (like Punch in Punch and Judy) - a fine
example of appropriation.

This is not a üaditional Hodja story anymore; this is actually a new Hodja joke
set in a new environment and context. The punchliæ is quite modern, although
the notions of honor and shame look Íaditional. The nanator did not hear this
story ftom a Turk, by the way, but adapted a Germân colleague's version, who
had heard this from ân Englishman, who had supposedly heard it from a Turk.
We need not look very far to f¡nd out where our nanator got his idea to place the
Hodja in Lombok. He is part of a narrators collective, ând his next colleague, a
49-year-old professional narrator, has a successfiil storytelling prog¡am called
Hodja in Holland (also available on audio-cassette). In this program, the Hodja
comes to live in contemporary, multiculturâl Lombok. Here the Hodja âcts like
he once acted in Turkey, though he does not dde a donkey, because this would
be inappropriate nowadays. Of course, the Hodja does not visit the sultan any
more; he now visits city hall in Utrecht.
Both professional narrators and the puppet-playing female nanator thus

appropdated tlte t¡aditional Turkish repertoire, and made the adjustments
necessary for the new situation ând context." The cultural worker, the school girl
and the school teache¡ are what we call passive narrators; they are just passing on

11 On the subject

of (the cultural process oÐ appropdation, see Frijhoff, 199'7. For a
mo¡e exte¡sive article on Dutch people telling etlnic iûuni$ant tales see Meder 2002.
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the trâdition without alterations. The otlìer storytellers are what we call creative
narrators: they make themselves familiar with certain stories and alter them to fit
modem day needs (cf. Dégh 1989: 87-90, 1.1.5, 166, 172, 175; 1999: 3261.).
None of the Dutch narrators using the traditional Hodja material seem to
have had any knowledge of the modem Turkish jokes concerning Temel . In the
contact situation, tradition obviously comes first, and it will probâbly take some
more interaction before the modern Turkish stories will penetrate into the Dutch
repertoires - if ever. It must be noted that the number of Dutch narrators being
able to tell ethnic immigrant tales e actually few and far between.

4.5 Altering exíst¡ng Íales
Some examples I just gave, were already about altered narratives. One of the
most obvious examples of the alteration of (Dutch o¡ Western European) tales is
the well-known series of jokes with the thee nationalities (cf. Meder 2001b).
These jokes have been told for decades in the Netherlands. Most of the time it
concerns a joke about â Dutchmân, a German and a Belgian, in which the
Belgian proves to be an idiot in the end. The Dutchman may be the smartest of
the lot. Thís is not the way these jokes are told in Lombok, where they ahvays
begin like this; "There once were â Turk, a Moroccan and a Dutchman ... " Two
nationalities prove to be dumb or cowardly, one nâtionality ends up being smart
o¡ brave. This all depends on who is telling the joke. If a Moroccan tells the
joke, the Moroccan charâcter will win, if a Turk is telling the joke, the triumphant one will be the Turkish character.
Another Íaditionâl joke (AT 660: The Three Doctors) concerns â man who
wants to change his nationâlity by means of brain surgery and winds up with yet
another nâtionality because of a mistake made by the surgeon (cf. Dekker, van
der Kooi, Mede¡ 1997: 110-1.12). An adult Turkish narrator told the joke in this
version: "A Dutchman wants to become a Belgian. 'I need to ¡emove three
quarters of your brain for that,' the surgeon says. After tlrc patient wakes up, the
surgeon says: 'I'm sorry, sir, I've mâde a teÍible mistake. I have removed your
entire brain.' Then the patient says: 'Never mhd, kardash, never mind."'
The word "kardash" indicates that the patient has become a Moroccan;
"ka¡dash" is what Moroccans say to Turks if they mean "b¡other". The Turks
think that "kardash" is a genuine Moroccân (Arabic or Berber) word. This is not
the case, though: it is just the Moroccan pronunciation of the Turkish word
"kardas", "brother".12 The moral of the joke will be clear: in the ethnic intellectual pecking order, lhe Moroccans are supposed to be the most stupid of all.

12

I must thank Dr. Louis Bouwmans (linguist
for this explanation.

aûd arabist at the

Univeßity of Leiden)
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Then there is a traditional intemationâl folktale that at least dates back to the
14ú cenhrry. In this folktale (AT 1697: We three, Íor money), three foreigners
foolishly accuse themselves of a crime they did not commit (cf. Dekker, Van der
Kooi, Meder 1997: 115-ll7; Bregetrhøj 1997). The point is that Î¡ey repeat
sentences in a language they do not understand. Most of the time the story is told
about guest labourers. In the older versions they confess to having committed a
theft or a murder and are sentenced to death. The tale has eventually been
adâpted to today's less rigid criminal justice, but the guest labourer is still the
fool. This is how ân immigrant child told the tale at the multi-culturâl festival
Saktam Lombok i¡ 1998:.

There once was a Turk. He hâd jìrst come from Turkey. The first day
he went into town, he heard say in Dutcb: "Yes, yes, yes. " The second
day he heard: "Knife, knife, knife. " The third day he heard: "Hurrah,
hu¡rah, hur¡ah. " He had to come to the police-station. The policeman
asked: "Did you kill a Turkish womad" He answered: "Yes, yes, yes. "
The policeman ¡aid: "Wìat did you do it with?" "Knife, knife, knife. "

Then the policeman said: "Off to pdson." Then he said: "Hurrah,
huüalì, hurrâh. "

The moral of the story is that if you want to stay out of trouble, you \rill have to
master the native tongue. It is somewhat exüaordinary that this story is told by
an irÌfnigrant, and not by a Dutch child: obviously this third generation child felt
so sure about mastering tlre Dutch language, that it tells the story as fiom a native

point of view.
A story can be altered in many wâys. One can change part of the plot, or
exchange nationalities, but one could also give anolher interpretation to an
unaltered story. This is the case in the story about the Turk taking pan in a beer
drinking contest. The joke always ends with â quote in Dutch rh)'mes:

Turkie Turkie is niet dom,
Turkie Turkie luier om.

Wlat this means will be explained in my summary here:
There once were a Dutchman, a Moroccan and a Turk. They we¡e
sitting in â pub and agreed on doing a beer drinking contest. The winner
would be the one who could drink as much beer as üe rest without
going to the bath¡oom. They started drinkiry and after a while the
Dutchrnân had to go to the bathroom. Some time later the Moroccan had
to go too. So the Turk won. The other men asked him: "How can it be
that you still don't have to use the toilet?" The Turk exclâimed:
"Litde Turk, little Turk isn't dumb,

Little Turk, little Turk diapers

on.

"
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This joke can be told by any ethnic group. It was told to me by a 12-year-old
Dutch girl, and I suppose she was making fun of the Turk. Later on, the joke
was told by an 8-year-old Moroccan boy who thought the joke was very funny.
His best ftiend made objections though - he turned out to be a Turk. As you can
irnagine, the Turk in the joke can be seen as a cheater, who can only win th-rough
deceit. Apart from that, he is unable to speak Dutch properly and literally acts
like a baby wearing a diaper. Nevertheless a l2-year-old Turkish girl told me ùe
exact same joke as well. I asked her if she did not fiIld this joke somewhat
degrading. She âdmitted the Tu¡k acted a little sfiangely. Nevertheless, he
oùtwitted the others and won the contest, and that is what counted most. So here
we have a perfect example of an ambiguous tale, to be interpreted both ways,
depending on the ethnicity of the narrator (cf. Meder 2001b).

4.6 Creating new lales
In Lombok, many personal narratives about the neighbourhood itself can be
heard. Especially the older mtive inhabitants like talking about the changes the
neighbourhood has gone through. In their 'changing-neighbourhood stories", the
elderly people seldom fail to complain about the litter in the streets, the many
etlrric shopkeepers and the amoying behaviour of young immigrants . There are
stories from the past and the present about burglaties, gun shooting incidents in
the coffee house, and so on. Young Moroccans in particular are supposed to have
a criminal reputation, and one can hear stories about how they stole a pafu of
gloves, how they attempted to steal a delivery bicycle or how they plundered
their own heavily subsidized community centre. These too are (personal) stories
emerging ftom the ethnic contact situation. Needless to say, these elderly natives
have no interest in ethnic narratives at all.
An elderly Dutch couple gave a good example of how cerlain groups had
problems Betiing used to each other in the recent past:

On one side of the Kanaalstraat the¡e is the Turkish mosque. On the
other side the¡e is a Dutch pub called the City Bar. It happened üat the
Dutch customers got annoyed by the imarn's long and noisy summons
for prayer. So they nrned up the music so loud tlìat the imam could
barely be heard anymore. Another time people ftom the City Bar ente¡ed
the mosque during religious service and stole all t¡e shoes. All the
muslims had to go home on thei¡ socks. I don't believe they ever got
thei¡ shoes back. This happened in the begiffiing, but this was several
years ago. I wish I had seen it for myself.
Othe¡ kinds of nârratives have been created due to tlte mutual conlâct situation
as well. Some of these tales can only be meaningñrl irì the Netherlands, for the

,,There were a Turk, a Moroccan and a Duichman ... "

ethnic in-group. A Moroccan boy, for instance, told a joke that was based on
wordplay: he juggled with the Dutch word "boek" and the A¡abic "bu-k". The
words sound the same. The Dutch one is harmless a.nd means "book". The
Arabic one is an insult and means "your father", which is short for "damn your
father".t3 Only the in-group that masters the Arabic language as well as the
Dutch can understând this joke. The same goes for a joke that was told by an
8-year-old Moroccan boy - one of the few jokes meant to ridicule the Dutch. On
several occasions a Dutchman on holiday in Morocco asks for the name of the
owner. The answer is in Arabic, and the affogant Dutchman pretends to
understând. What he does not know is that every time, the Arabic answer is a
variation on: "Get lost, jâckass!" Again, such ajoke can only be fully appreciated if one is able to understand both Dutch and Arabic.
More stories seem to have an inte¡-ethnic function, like the following joke
told by a Moroccan boy:

Boy #1: "Okay. There once was a crocodile. He came out of

the

Moroccan ocean. And the c¡ocodile came ac¡oss some birds and he ate
them. Then he encountered â fish and he ate him. He met a cow and ate
her. Then he came across a dog and he ate him as well. Then he met a
pig, but now lhe crocodile just stood still for a while. Actuâlly the pig
wânted to die and he said: 'Why won't you eat me?' Then the Mo¡occan
crocodile answered: 'Because I'm a Muslim."'
Boy #2: "Halaha. "
Boy #1: "For Moroccans aren't allowed to eat pork ... "
Boy #2: "Mind you: neither do Moroccans eat dog. Moroccans don't eat

dog!"
Boy #1: "We're talking about a crocodile, you fool!"
This joke will only take effect in a multi-ethnic situation. In Morocco, where
practically everyone is â Muslim and no one eats pork, this joke misses its point
completely, and even for Moroccans in the Netherlands the joke is not funny at
all. The joke has to be told to an ignorant, non-Muslim pork eater. That is why
the narrator starts explaining the joke, and thât is why the other boy wants to
avoid any misunderstanding: muslims do not eat dog (another taboo animal)
eilher. In the narrator's perception, the other boy is carrying the comparison too
far: we a¡e still dealing with a carnivorous crocodile here (cf. Meder 2001b).
Other young Moroccan na¡¡ators infoduced the joke of the "Gho$ \ryith Dirty
Hands" to me. Three nationalities are having dinner when the Ghost With Dtty
H¿nds shows up. The Dùtchman and the Turk flee for fear. The Moroccan keeps
his head and says: "Go wash your hands, then we'll eat couscous. " Such ajoke is

'3 As

explained to me by dr. Louis Bouwmans.
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new to Dutch culture: it shows â - probably Muslim, perhaps Moroccan preoccupation with cleanliness and purity on a level that is not ht for humour ir
Dutch culnÌre, simply because there is no disti¡ct taboo to handle (cf. ibd.).
Finally, a middle-aged Turkish úan told me a joke, of which he himself said:
"This joke car be told in the Netherlands, but it's no use telling it in Tükey. "
This is how the joke goes:
A Moroccan woman is pregnant r ith twins. Labour beghs and she has
to be brought to the hospital in a hurry, but the ambulance is late. A
passing police câr takes the womar to tlre hospitâI, but halfway the
woman has to give birth. So the police car stops and one policeman helps
the womân to deliver. The first child's head comes out, he looks at the
policeman, turns his head and screams: "Go back, Mohamed, police!"
As the narator himself mentioned, one needs to understand that Moroccans have
a bit of â criminal reputation. But such is úe case in the Netherlands, not in
Turkey. "If I tell this joke in Turkey, " the narrator explained, "they say: that's
â smart baby, he can âheady talk!" (cf. ibd.).

,,There were a Turk, a Moroccan and a Dutchmnn
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a general sense, and I have
distinguished several ethnic repertoires. I must âdd ttrât there are of course
elough stories to be found thât bear no ethnic marks whatsoever. Mo¡eover,
repertohes can be studied individually as well. In thât case, enormous differences
will be found. Some narrators have extended repertoires where others have
virtr-rally none. Personality or gender rnay be more decisive for the composition
of one's repertoire than ethnic background. One storyteller likes telling tall tales,
another has a liking forjokes, and yet another prefeß telling personal nanatives.
Some people have no interest in ethnic immigrant tales at all, whereas others
soak up stories from other cultües,
Finally, it should be stressed that there is a distinction between spontâneous
storltelling in daily life and narrating at storytelling festivals. These festivals are
to some extent a product of the multicultural success of Lombok, where processes ofmusealisation and festivalisation are tâking place todây. The festivals ate
part ofLombok's multi-cultural image-building, orchestrated by câpâble Dutch
cultural brokers (cf. Dibbits, Meder 1999:. 59-65; Welz 1996a and Welz 1996b).
At these festivals storytelling becomes a theatrical form of art, with an audience
sitti¡g in rows of seats and the narrator standing on stage with athibutes. The
multi-cultural focùs of these festivals is almost inevitable, not only because it is
fashionable and politically coÍect, but also because it is the only '"vay to get such

In this a¡ticle, I used the term "repertoire"
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a project subsidized nowadays. By the. way, whereas the festival naüators and
stories are multi-ethnic, the audience is not: it consists of relatively young, welleducated and art-lovi¡g native Dutch people, afld no iinmigrants are present.
Finally some general conclusions and tendencies - I would like to put the

above in a somewhat broader perspective, based on my experiences during
f,ieldwork. Most elderly Dutch people in Lombok have no aff¡nity with foreign
culhües or na¡ratives at all. Only a few adult Dutch inhabitânts seem to be
interested in and well-informed about other ethnic cultures. It is because of their
profession or their philosophy of life that they have come across ethnic storytelling. Most of them are employed in the domain of culture, education or welfare.
These adult Dutch people are particularly familiar with the ancient Tùrkish
nanative tradition of Nasreddin Hodja - sometimes by interaction with Turks,
sometimes by reading books.
The first generation of Turkish immigrants tends to be preoccupied with a
traditionâl narative repertoire. These Turks tâke pride in their culhual heritage:
their traditional narratives can be considered a core value of their culture. The
second generation proves to be mo¡e open to other culturâl influences. However,

the genre of the Íâditional legend still flourishes even among the younger
Turkish generations

5 Conclusion
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To some extent, the same goes fo¡ the Moroccans. The adults seem to focus
on their traditional stories as well, but in t¡is case, the Berber repertoire does not
seem to be sufhciently well-dehned enough for them to take collective pride irl.
Again, many traditional legends can be found among the Mo¡occan narrators.
Adult Tu¡ks are hardly interested in Motoccan cultue and narratives, and
adult Moroccans seem quite indifferent where Turkish culture and stories are
concemed. Mino¡ity cultures tend to orient themselves mair:ly towards the
dominânt Dutch culture.
The si ation is quite different among the children of the youngest generation. They are accustomed to growing up in a multi-cultural society. At school,
they have become familiar with different et¡nic cultures and narratives. In this
situation, Dutch children become acquainted with etlnic cultues and narratrve
repefioires and vice versâ. On the other hand, we notice that tnmigrânt children
tend to adjust to the dominant Dutch culture ând Dutch nanative tradition.
without losing touch with their own ethnic trâdition completely.
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